Hello WT52 participants.
We continue here.
-Ajay Balamurugadas
I'm here
-Balu
Sindhu here
Hi all
WT: Cool, Sindhu, hope you got the mission!
WT: Any questions, please feel free to
J: Front type is focusing only the alphabets not with the numbers....and arrows (Up, Down.Right
- Jahira

and left)

WT:Ok, that's also useful info. Please continue.
V: the keyboard is as per the screenshot shown in the website?
WT: The Frontype KB? Yes! but with English keys
WT: Maybe we should type with some initials to recognize easily.
The Functional keys(F1 to F12) and Esc Key are missing...- Jahira
WT: Every time you type here, time is lost! :) You could consolidate all issues & have a single report - doc or
xls or anything which suits you, even paper. you could take a screenshot/photo & then share later.
WT: If anyone is facing any issues, feel free to ask questions while I try to get Mohinder here!
Vamshi: I am unable to proceed the installation.
WT: Okay, the DSC boss/management will come only by 5pm IST. I don't have an answer for you right
now ! :(
Sindhu - Ajay, I don't think the installer is meant for Windows 7
I am looking out for options to get it installed
WT: Ok, Its not getting installed/not compatible ! That's also useful info for the management! Agree?
not compatible. This is made for XP/vista
System requirements states that.
WT: Ok. What best can you do now! What do you need?
Sindhu : Since the mission is specific about comparing fronttype KB, I need an OS which supports it.
Looking out for another KB compatible with Windows 7 may not satisfy the mission.
But i can compare the screenshots though
WT: Cool. You need any specific screenshots, let me know!
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8987774/Frontype.docx
Thanks.
WT: Ok.
Front type should display only to the
pages which requires typing…Recognition of pages should be
highly
appreciable…It means..for the webpages which have only content..it should disppaear
automatically…- Jahira

WT: Hmmm. Finally at 5pm, management will not see what you wrote here, they will see what you have
ready at 5pm :)
Last 17 minutes
I was going through docs and you gave the right screenshots:)
WT: Welcome :)
Sindhu: can you try portable Skype ;) from portableapps.com?
Let me see,
http://portableapps.com/apps/internet/skype_portable
No yaar, the site blocking software here is too intelligent :)
That is also info ;) Let us beat it next time, it should not be tough!
I think anything with "skype"; it will not let go
[Change it to some other name]Naam change karo! Lets try in some other session :) Is report ready?
Please send report only to WeekendTesting .
ok
***************************************************************************************
********************DISCUSSION SESSION
Please take five minutes to write your experience report in an offline editor. You may wish to answer
questions like
a. How was your experience? Is this your 1st experience of WT?
b. Any learning? Any major mistake you won't repeat if given a chance again!
c. Any interesting issue/bug?
Send the report
waiting for other reports! Any other reports?
Mohinder's report
shift:Not able to lock shift characters and they do not appear on the key board.:?
Function keys:Not able to use function keys
paging up/down keys missing
edit functions;esc/printscn/insert/delete/home/end are missing
No option to change language
mixture of keystroke and virtual keyboard works
tab works
ms icon next to cntr key on the left does nothing seems inactive but when used through the proper keyboard
it highlights
colour selection/opacity works
drag the v keyboard lock the keyboard
Fail to save the setting for the colour/opacity from the previous load. At luach the keyboard colour was ok
but it change dto default setting quickly. Advanced settings were saved and keyboard appeared when the
application was active
It appears on apps I don’t want it to appear such as Skype but it does
Autostart launch at windows startup function not tried.
-----------------------------------------------------------end

Balu: i've sent mine - did you receive it Ajay?
S
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8987774/WT52/Jahira_%20Setting%20not%20saved.JPG
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8987774/WT52/Jahira_Frontype.docx
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8987774/WT52/WT52-Report-Balaji.doc
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/8987774/Sindhu_Windows%20Keyboard.docx
Ok mohinder, can we start with you?
Who is ready ?
Shall I pick? any volunteers?
Myself - Jahira
WT: Please
Others if you do not have the report/experience ready, please have it ready! Just copy paste when your turn
comes!
Jahira: Initially, while downloading the Keyboard, it have a default layout without having any Functional
Keys and Number and arrows keys...
BUt In setting Mode, we do have an option to select the particluar buttons which need to display
ok. This is the first time WT right?
Yes
How was it?
It was a different learning experience to work around with a different tool
Issues
Ok Button in setting dialog box is not working
Drag and drop option is not available for the keyboard makes the keyboard fix in one place...It makes other
part of the document is not viewable more....
@Jahira: Ok, will you recommend frontype? Any +ves for Frontype?
Yes, the changes which we do, using the settings remains the same whenver we open the keyboard....We are
making changes to our convenient...then why should we do every time...It makes user to disappoint at one
level...
Hereby i am concluding my discussion.
Anyone please proceed..
Anything which you feel, you did very good or you are happy with?
Yes, previously i didnt even check with the settings option and proceeding the bugs...but when i find settings
there are option to add keys,
c
you can unlock the keyboard by clicking virtual keyboard
in the setting section by right clicking the frontype icon
yes, Mohinder is right! There is a setting.

The colour and opacity setting are not saved
Advanced settings are which is useful.
Mohinder, are you continuing?
Yes-Just trying to get used to the typeme app
Do you have issues in typing
WT: Lets wait for Jahira to finish :)
I highlighted few issues with the virtual keyboard. Half the functions missing, defaults not being stored, some
keys are not working
Keyboard appears in application where it should not be. It locks the control buttons underneath.
Which version of windows you guys are using I on Win 7 Mohinder, Lets wait for Jahira to finish

Who is this? Can we wait? THANKS

